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RETAIL KNIFE TO CUT ONION PRICES, BHAVNAGAR
APMC SEEKS NOD TO OPEN RETAIL COUNTERS | 4

STAFF QUARTERS AND VEHICLES EAT INTO LION’S
SHARE OF FOREST DEPARTMENT’S BUDGET | 4

Engineering admissions begin Pak team studies riverfront
Mechinical Is
Favourite Again,
Computers Is
Next Top Choice
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Finally, after a long
three-month wait, students were
granted admission to various engineering institutes across Gujarat according to their marks. Mechanical
engineering ruled the roost once
again, with the highest number of
students opting for this stream. The
second most sought-after engineering stream was Computers followed
by Information Communication
Technology, Electrical and Civil engineering
The delay in conducting the first
round of admissions was because the
percentile calculation method was

first taken to Gujarat high court and
then to the Supreme Court. Finally, after the matter was resolved, mock
round results were declared on July
11 and on Monday the first merit list
was declared. A total of 63,536 students participated in the mock round,
of this 60,710 filled in their choices.
In the first round of admissions,
more than 53,026 students were allotted seats by the Admission Committee for Professional Courses. The second round of admissions will be held
between July 26 and 29. Following
this, a fresh round of choice-filling
will be carried out and then admissions.
ACPC had 61,714 seats in various
engineering colleges across the state,
of which 8,505 seats remain vacant.
Empty-seat syndrome has started
worrying college administrations no
end.

ENGINEERING AFFINITIES
HOT PICKS

Top Colleges/ Course
Closing Merit
(For open category)
Number
Institutes

FAVOURITES

Preferred Branches
and Students’
Choice-Filling

Most Sought After
Engg Courses And
No. Of Top Rankers

Mechanical | 9,10,007

Mechanical | 350

Civil | 7,29,196

Computer | 163

Civil

Electronics &
Communication |
5,10,688

Information
Communication
Technology | 109

Computer | 4,11,612

Electrical | 81

IT | 1,86,000

Civil | 43

Nirma

DAIICT, Gandhinagar | 123

MSU (Technology),
Vadodara | 160

PDPU, Gandhinagar | 89

LD Engineering College,
Ahmedabad | 158

Birla Vishakarma Mahavidyalay,
Vallabh Vidyanagar | 63

2 Men Launch
Website That Gives
Neglected Parents
A Livelihood
Sarfaraz.Shaikh
@timesgroup.com

Baghban India Society For Senior
Citizens’ office in Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad: Two senior citizens, Mukesh Shah and Jigar
Shah, live alone as they were being neglected by their children.
They have now joined hands to
launch a website — bagbanindia.hpage.in — to bring together parents who had been abandoned by their children and
help them stand on their own
feet. The name of the website recalls the Hindi film, ‘Baghban’,
starring Amitabh Bachchan
and Hema Malini, in which a
man and his wife are forced to
leave their home as they feel unwanted by their sons. Bachchan
is the disillusioned father who
makes it big as the author of a
book based on his life.
“The website wants to bring
together those who have been
left by their children or other
family members. We will offer
interested people membership

for a nominal yearly fee and
help neglected seniors earn a
living and live with pride in the
sunset of their lives," said Jigar
Shah, the brain behind the portal. He lives alone in his small
shop in Lal Darwaja after his
sons said they could not afford
his expenses.
Mukesh Shah, 60, who was
also left alone by his industrialist son and daughter-in-law (she
is a software engineer) has gathered courage to open a farsan
shop named, ‘Bagban India’.
Mukesh told TOI that they
were a happy family. He and his
son ran a PVC factory in Dholka. “My wife had cancer. She
wanted to see her son married.
My son was going steady with a
girl. We hurriedly got them
married three years back. After
10 days of their marriage, my
wife passed away. That was the
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‘Stop paying fixed
wages to teachers’
Gandhinagar: The debate over
budgetary allocation in the
education sector in the assembly
on Monday saw the Congress
bringing out flaws in the system
while the government defended
its policy. Congress MLA from
Abdasa, Shaktisinh Gohil,
demanded an end to the practice
of fixed pay to teachers, accusing
the government of exploitation by
paying them a paltry sum of Rs
5,300 as fixed wages. He criticized
the government for taking the
matter to Supreme Court even
after Gujarat high court termed it
exploitation and directed the
government to give full pay to
teachers. TNN

2,089

VACANT SPOTS
Courses And No. Of Empty Seats

DDIT, Nadiad | 68

toughest time of my life,” he
said. Jigar is a close friend of
Mukesh’s and has been assisting him. He said Mukesh has a
habit of having tea early in the
morning. “That caused differences between him and his
daughter-in-law. The situation
became so bad that Mukesh had
to move from his flat in the posh
Navrangpura area,” said Jigar.
Rendered penniless, Mukesh worked at a religious institution near Bagodara as a manager-cum-mess controller, said
Jigesh. “But the institution was
in no position to pay anyone. It
provided him with food and
shelter. Later, when the number
of pilgrims fell, the mess found
itself in the red and Mukesh
had to look elsewhere for a livelihood,” he said.
Mukesh came to Ahmedabad and told his friend, Jigar,
about his plight. It was Jigar
who gave him the idea of opening a farsan shop and Mukesh
agreed. “We took a house on
rent for business in Bopal area
of the city. Now we will sell not
only farsan but make washing
powder, soaps and other household items too,” said Jigar.
(Names changed to protect
identity)
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Real-life Baghban
heroes go online
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omputers has emerged the second most-favoured
course. This was clear in the choice-filling round as
the number of applicants has increased from last year.
Ironically, college administrations seem to have got
it wrong this time, as seats in Computer, IT and
EC streams have been decreased.

Ahmedabad: Indian Institute of
Technology Gandhinagar (IIT-Gn)
welcomed its 2014-18 batch of
BTech students and kicked off the
institute’s five-week-long
foundation programme, to
immerse the 142 students into
various activities covering themes
such as ethics, social awareness,
creativity, sports and teamwork.
The batch comprises of students
from 19 states of the country. The
number of students from Gujarat
increased from 17 last year to 21
this year. While the largest
number was from Maharashtra
with 33 students. TNN
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BEST BRAINS

for Lahore’s Ravi project

HIGH ON MERIT

Electronics &
Communication
| 2,358
Electrical | 2,166

Mechanical | 1,721
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Civil | 460
IT | 343

No aspirant will be left
without a science college
seat, says minister
Gandhinagar: The state government
informed the assembly that the no aspiring
student will be left without admission to a
Bachelor of Science course. The government
also announced that admissions would be
complete by July 27 and the session will
begin from July 31.
The minister of state for higher and
technical education Vasuben Trivedi said
that despite the delay in admissions, there
will be any loss to the students’ education as
the government has made it clear to
Universities that the semester will be of 110
days. “We have asked universities to have
110 working days per semester from the day
of the commencement of the semester,” She
said. TNN

Fewer malaria
cases this year

Shiv Sena Members Protest Against Delegation
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Pakistan may adopt
some concepts implemented in the
Sabarmati riverfront project for
its ambitious Ravi Riverfront Urban Development (RRFUD) project, said members of the high-level delegation of the Lahore
Development Authority (LDA) on
Monday. The team led by the LDA
commissioner made a detailed
technical inspection of the 11-km
riverfront stretch.
The main aspects of the Sabarmati project that LDA officials
looked into include the interceptor drainage lines being installed
to divert domestic sewage and prevent it from draining into the river.
The other aspects are the flood
monitoring system of the river,
and the recent project for tertiary
treating of domestic sewage after
which the treated waste will be allowed to flow into the river. The Pakistan team was particularly interested in the project for tertiary
treating of domestic sewage because it studied it keenly.
Yet another issue that the delegation studied keenly was the
slum rehabilitation being carried
out during the riverfront project.
“The Ravi riverfront is 40-kmlong and four times the size of Sabarmati riverfront. The core objectives of the over $11 billion project is to revive the relationship
between Lahore city and river Ravi through urban development; arrest the city’s growth towards the
left bank of the river; and ensure
treatment of sewage before it is
discharged into the river for raising the groundwater table. We are
looking at a wide range of urban
renewal and new urban planning
regulations for the Ravi riverfront. We are also inviting investors, encouraging PPP model and
creating job opportunities,” said

Yogesh Chawda

The Pakistani delegation, comprising Lahore Commissioner Rashid Mehmood
Langrial and Lahore Development Authority (LDA) director-general Ahad Khan
Cheema at the Sabarmati Riverfront on Monday

LDA commissioner Rashid Langrial.
The delegation included Langrial, LDA director general Ahad
Cheema, LDA's strategic policy
unit chief Moazzam Sipra and
Mustafa Kamal Chaudhry who is a
technical consultant on urban infrastructure projects.
In the morning, Shiv Sena protestors reached the Shahibaug
stretch of the Sabarmati riverfront and shouted slogans against
the visit of Pakistani officials. But
the protestors were detained by
the city police to prevent any untoward incident. They were later released. In the AMC, the BJP was a
divided body with some officebearers supporting the visit while
some counsellors were staunchly
opposed to any relations with the
neighbouring country.
Senior AMC officials claimed
that the four-member Pakistan
team was given a detailed presentation at the Usmanpura AMC office on the new development control regulations for the Sabarmati
riverfront, and the sewage diversion and flood control mechanism
installed for the riverfront.

Cong objects to
group’s visit
Gandhinagar: Gujarat
Congress on Monday objected to
the visit of the Pakistan
delegation to Ahmedabad to see
the riverfront project. Leader of
opposition (LOP) Shankarsinh
Vaghela and former LOP
Shaktisinh Gohil criticized the
BJP-led state government in the
assembly for hosting the
Pakistan delegation when there
is disturbance on the border.
Vaghela said, “Earlier, the BJP
alleged that the Congress-led
Union government was feeding
Kasab biriyani. They forgot that
they hosted Pakistan soon after
the Kargil war. Moreover, they
made big noise after Pakistan
army beheaded an Indian soldier
but now they are in power and
number of attacks by Pakistan on
Indian border has increased. Even
when Pakistan is provoking, the
state and the Union governments
are hosting them again.’’ TNN

38,000 in city send SMS for tree
Ashwin Sadhu

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: The city has registered a decrease in malaria
cases till July 19 when compared to the same period last
year. The health department of
the Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation (AMC) has registered 2,932 falciparum cases
and 7,035 malaria cases till
date. The department claims
cases of chikunguniya have
halved against last year’s 24
cases for the same January-toJuly period.

In the month of July, the department checked 618 construction sites and 555 schools
for mosquito breeding sites.
Also, the ratio of the water
bond diseases has also come
down this year. Last year till
July 19 the AMC had registerd
4,707 cases of vomiting, 2497 of
jaundice, 1075 of typhoid and
149 of cholera This year there
were 3817 vomiting, 1933 jaundice, 815 typhoid and 62 cholera
acses. The mobile court of the
health department has collected fined Rs 9.9 lakh and resolved 2263 complaints of health.

Ahmedabad: The ‘dial a tree’
program of Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC)
has caught the imagination of
38,000 Amdavadis who have
shot off SMSes to AMC to plant
trees in their locality. AMC has
planted 5,400 trees in the last
three days after it received
SMSes from various areas.
Deputy municipal commissioner Siddharth Khatri
told TOI, “The city has a green
cover of 4.6% of the city’s area
instead of 15% which is globally accepted. We found that the
green cover in Ahmedabad is
mostly restricted to AMC’s
plots, gardens, institutional
area, and army cantonment.
Public areas have much lower
tree counts.”
According to AMC’s own
tree survey in 2012, the city has
6.18 lakh trees spread across
its 464 square km area. Of
these, more than 4.5 lakh trees
are located on AMC plots, gardens and campuses. The second largest tree density is in
the army cantonment. Only
1.25 lakh trees are located in
other parts of the city or on private land. Khatri adds, “The
tree plantation program is
mostly to encourage plantation in private residential
properties and societies so
that people take ownership of
these trees.”

ARTIFICIAL GREEN COVER

No rain expected today
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Weather officials have said that while
some light to moderate rains
were expected in south Gujarat, the weather is expected to
remain only cloudy on Tuesday.
City recorded a maximum temperature of 35.9 degrees, three degrees above
normal while the state capital Gandhinagar recorded 35

degrees celsius.
Senior meteorologist at
India Meteorological Department (IMD) Gujarat, Mano-

DRY FORECAST
rama Mohanty, said that
there was no rain in the city
on Monday and no rain was
expected on Tuesday. “There
is a system developing. We
are tracking it and will be

able to forecast soon if it will
give us rains,” said Mohanty.
It needs mention that the
state has so far got 153.33mm
rain which is only 19. 24% of
the average seasonal rainfall.
Abdasa in Kutch is the only
place in Gujarat which has
not had any rains recorded.
Twenty talukas in nine
districts got rainfall in the
past 24 hours with Kaprada
in Valsad getting 63mm of
rain.

Balwant Singh is new CIC
TOI

Paul.John@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: The state government appointed former additional chief secretary Balwant Singh as the new chief information
commissioner of Gujarat Information Commission (GIC). Singh will replace incumbent
chief D Rajgopalan who will retire on Friday.
Singh has been serving as information
commissioner at GIC from January 2012 and
was appointed to the commission along with
V S Gadhvi in the same year. Singh has served
as additional chief secreatry home, additional chief secretary general administration department (GAD), and was later appointed information commissioner in 2012. He has also
served as principal secretary port and fisheries, and managing director of both GNFC and
GSFC.
Rajagopalan’s appointment as chief information commissioner came at a time
when the GIC saw thousands of unresolved
RTI cases piling up with the commission
soon after end of the state’s first chief RN
Das’ term came to an end in July 2011. Rajgopalan is being credited with holding special
camps in every district, which he personally
attended, to resolve RTI disputes. He is also
credited with the tabling of the first GIC report in the state assembly reporting the number of pending RTI applications in various
departments in the state.
“The backlog at GIC were so large that a

TRANSPARENCY CUSTODIAN: Balwant Singh

case took two and a half years to come for
hearing at the commission. This has been
brought to eight months now,” says a senior
official at GIC. Rajgopalan also implemented
the GIC case tracking system on the web and
is shortly going to introduce an SMS-based
complaint tracking system. “In Rajgopalan’s
tenure, the GIC also put in place a video conferencing facility at commission by way of
which the an applicant may not need to travel
to Gandhinagar for a hearing but only approach the district head offices where video
conferencing is available. This project will be
shortly launched,” adds the senior GIC official.

